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Russia’s Central Bank cut its key interest rate for the third consecutive time at an emergency
meeting Thursday as authorities seek to rein in the surging ruble.

The Bank of Russia will lower interest rates from 14% to 11% from Friday. 

Officials increased interest from 9.5% to 20% as an emergency measure after Russia invaded
Ukraine in late February amid fears of a run on the national currency

They later slashed that rate to 17% on April 8, and to 14% on April 29.

“External conditions for the Russian economy remain difficult, which significantly limits
economic activity,” the Central Bank said in a statement.

Low lending activity “limits pro-inflation risks and necessitates easing of monetary
conditions,” it said.

https://cbr.ru/press/pr/?file=26052022_103000key.htm


Annual inflation slowed down “significantly” from 17.8% in April to 17.5% in mid-May, a
faster decline than the bank had forecast.

The Russian stock market gained 1.7% to 2,380 points after the Central Bank’s
announcement. 

In conjunction with a rate rise, Russia introduced strict capital controls to assist the ruble
after Russia was hit with unprecedented sanctions following the start of Moscow's military
campaign in Ukraine. 

Currency controls included obliging exporters to sell 80% of foreign currency revenue, and
restrictions on individials.

Combined with a collapse in imports, this helped the ruble stage a spectacular rebound and it
is currently trading at 4-year highs against the U.S. dollar.

While the government has recently taken steps to loosen capital controls, the ruble continues
to appreciate.

A strong ruble is creates problems for the government, which fears it can hit budget revenues,
increase the deficit and impact energy exporters. 

Following the rate cut Thursday, the ruble weakened to 60.9 against the U.S. dollar and 63.36
against the euro.
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